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QuestionsQuestions

�� A1. How strong are the cases for a condensation of Fermion pairsA1. How strong are the cases for a condensation of Fermion pairs, or a , or a 
transition to a new phasetransition to a new phase, in, in the JILA and MIT experiments ?the JILA and MIT experiments ?

�� A2. What is the nature of this condensate : A2. What is the nature of this condensate : ““ molecularmolecular”” or or ““ fermionfermion”” rich ?  rich ?  
Or else: Or else: What kind of pairs can be detected by the fast sweep experimentsWhat kind of pairs can be detected by the fast sweep experiments??

�� A3. Is the observed boundary of vanishing condensed molecular frA3. Is the observed boundary of vanishing condensed molecular fraction a action a 
boundary between normal and superfluid, or a crossover from one boundary between normal and superfluid, or a crossover from one type of type of 
superfluid (molecular rich) to another (fermion rich)? I f it is superfluid (molecular rich) to another (fermion rich)? I f it is the latter, how to the latter, how to 
reveal the true superfluid to normal phase boundary?reveal the true superfluid to normal phase boundary?

�� A4.A4. How to further reveal the nature of the ground state, should it How to further reveal the nature of the ground state, should it bebe either either 
kind of these condensates?kind of these condensates?

�� A5. Are there fundamental differences between single channel andA5. Are there fundamental differences between single channel and two two 
channel models near resonancechannel models near resonance??

�� A6. What are the key predictions of these models? What are the mA6. What are the key predictions of these models? What are the major ajor 
differences, especially near resonance? differences, especially near resonance? 

�� A7. How much of these predictions have been measured or are consA7. How much of these predictions have been measured or are consistent istent 
with current experiments ?with current experiments ?
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Fermion pair ing, super fluidity (superconductivity) and BEC are 
intimately connected (key-) concepts relevant in many cond-mat 
problems

* Fermionic fluids: attractive interactions between particles lead to pairing  
with simultaneous condensation of the pairs to lowest energy state, as for
superconducting metals (particles are electrons) where
[BCS 1957] 

4/ 10 , 1c F FT T k ξ−: ?

* Bosonic fluids: superfluidity corresponds to macroscopic occupation of 
lowest energy state, as for 4He [Hohenberg&Martin 1965]. Experiments with
bosonic alkalis provided unanmbigousdemonstration! ! [JILA & MIT 1995] 

ExamplesExamples

IntroductionIntroduction

cT ∆andand

Strength and type ofStrength and type of Interactions, andand Dimensionality
govern r ich phase diagrams determining govern r ich phase diagrams determining 

NatureNature and and SymmetrySymmetry of of NormalNormal and and SuperSuper State,State,
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Bosonic fluids

•• Alkali BEC Alkali BEC [JILA and MIT 1995] very very 
special indeed: so cold to afford enough special indeed: so cold to afford enough 
diluteness anddiluteness and nncc , n, ns s =100%  at =100%  at 0T →

•• 44He He [Sokol 93] : strongly interacting so : strongly interacting so 
thatthat nncc<10% while n<10% while nss= 100% at = 100% at 0T →

Fermionic fluids

•• 33He He [Leggett 1975] : p: p--wave for interaction  wave for interaction  
is SR repulsive+LR weakly attractiveis SR repulsive+LR weakly attractive

•• HTSC HTSC [Bednorz&Muller 1987 ] : strong SR : strong SR 
correlations acting on charge and spin correlations acting on charge and spin 
compete to make compete to make 2/ 10 , 5c F FT T k ξ−: :

[Holland et al. 2001]

Control ofControl of II nteractions:nteractions:

FanoFano--Feshbach resonancesFeshbach resonances

Control of Control of DDimensionality:imensionality:

Possible but not yet exploitedPossible but not yet exploited

inin FermiFermi gasesgases

“ Control”  of “ Control”  of TTemperature:emperature:

Sympathetic/Evaporative Sympathetic/Evaporative 
coolingcooling

Exper iments in (Exper iments in (BoseBose andand FermiFermi) atomic gases do control) atomic gases do control
TTemperatureemperature II nteractionsnteractions DDimensionalityimensionality
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[Greiner et al. ‘03]

[Zwierlein et al. ‘03]

[Jochim et al. ‘03]

[Bourdel et al. ‘03]

BECsBECs of  2of  2--fermionfermion moleculesmolecules

[Regal 

et al. ‘04]

[Zwierlein

et al.

cm/2004]

Tuning across resonanceTuning across resonance

�� The formation of Cooper pairs and their   condensation to the The formation of Cooper pairs and their   condensation to the 
lowest energy state do not necessar ily occur  at the same timelowest energy state do not necessar ily occur  at the same time
(BCS in metallic SC is exception!)(BCS in metallic SC is exception!)

The keyThe key--point:point:

�� Tuning of attractive or  resonant interactions may create “ pairsTuning of attractive or  resonant interactions may create “ pairs”  ”  
that populate higher  energy states (on the energy scale of the that populate higher  energy states (on the energy scale of the 
interactions) and leave states         above Einteractions) and leave states         above EFF depleteddepleted≈

(pseudo)gap formation(pseudo)gap formation

Theoretical Issues on the Crossover  Theoretical Issues on the Crossover  

fromfrom BosonicBosonic toto Fermionic Super fluidityFermionic Super fluidity
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[J. Stajic, J. Milstein et al., PRA ’04]

��������/E/EFF
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�� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	��� � � 	�cc

BECBEC BCSBCS

PGPG
��������/E/EFF

Density of states NDensity of states N
 ��
 ��
�� phasephase

oror

below a temperature below a temperature ≈*
BT /k

�� Pair ing field may build up as a propagating  (          ) mode Pair ing field may build up as a propagating  (          ) mode 

because of fluctuations in its because of fluctuations in its 

0k ≠

�� amplitudeamplitude

Complete phase lockingComplete phase locking

occurs only belowoccurs only below TTcc<T<T**

CrossoverCrossover

between two extreme limits depending on “ pair ”  size between two extreme limits depending on “ pair ”  size 

Super /    Normal Super /    Normal 

BCS   /  ”BCS   /  ” fermionicfermionic”” n n �������� >>1>>1

BEC  /   ”BEC  /   ” bosonicbosonic”” n n �������� <<1 <<1 
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1.1. ObservabilityObservability

�� Normal Normal vs.vs. SuperfluidSuperfluid StateState

Signatures of SSignatures of S--state: “ transverse probes”  state: “ transverse probes”  (2(2--fluid vs. Maxwell equations)fluid vs. Maxwell equations)

Signatures of NSignatures of N--state: (pseudo)gap state: (pseudo)gap (several papers in cm in the last month)(several papers in cm in the last month)

Collective modes: depending onCollective modes: depending on collisionalcollisional regimeregime

�� BoseBose--Einstein Condensation Einstein Condensation vs.vs. SuperfluiditySuperfluidity

Interactions makeInteractions make nncc differ  fromdiffer  from ��������ss

PhasePhase--coherence probescoherence probes

�� Dynamics Dynamics vs.vs. Thermodynamics (equilibr ium)Thermodynamics (equilibr ium)

Are dynamical effects affecting the formation of the  pairs? Are dynamical effects affecting the formation of the  pairs? 
((Dynamical theories needed)Dynamical theories needed)

Theoretical Issues…Theoretical Issues…

ObservablesObservables:   :   

�� ScalarScalar : Energies (: Energies (gsgs, interaction,…), interaction,…)

Susceptibilities (compressibility,…)Susceptibilities (compressibility,…)

�� Vector ialVector ial : N: N--body density matr icesbody density matr ices

(normal and anomalous)(normal and anomalous)

�� ……………………………………...……………………………………...
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2. Models2. Models

SingleSingle--channel (only cchannel (only c--fermionfermion))

with single parameter  with single parameter  / 2 / 2 / 2 ' / 2 '
'

'       +
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'  at given   kk FV a ν↔

TwoTwo--channel (bchannel (b--boson/aboson/a--fermionfermion))

with three parameterswith three parameters
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�' , : background  

:  detuning from resonance

g :  coupling close-open channel

kk F bg FU a a

ν
↔

SingleSingle--channelchannel

with single parameter  with single parameter  aa

TwoTwo--channel (bosonchannel (boson--fermionfermion))

with three parameterswith three parameters

Eagles (1969), Leggett (1980),Eagles (1969), Leggett (1980),
NozieresNozieres& Schmitt& Schmitt--Rink (1985)Rink (1985)
Electron gas, BCS groundElectron gas, BCS ground--state state 
with large attractive interactionswith large attractive interactions

Rander iaRander ia et alet al .(1992), Chen .(1992), Chen et et 
alal .(1999),.(1999), Pier iPier i&& Str inatiStr inati (2000)(2000)
Electron gas, higherElectron gas, higher --order  order  
expansions expansions 

PeraliPerali et alet al.(2003)                  .(2003)                  
AtomicAtomic FermiFermi gases withgases with FanoFano--
Feshbach resonancesFeshbach resonances, higher, higher --
order  expansions order  expansions 

RanningerRanninger && RobaszkiewiczRobaszkiewicz (1985),(1985),
Fr iedbergFr iedberg& T.D.Lee (1989),& T.D.Lee (1989),
ChiofaloChiofalo et alet al . (1995). (1995)
Electron gas, BCSElectron gas, BCS--likelike groundstategroundstate

Holland Holland et alet al.,., TimmermansTimmermans et al.et al.
(2001),(2001), ChiofaloChiofalo et alet al . (2002),. (2002),
OhashiOhashi& Gr iffin (2002),& Gr iffin (2002), MilsteinMilstein et alet al . . 
(2002),(2002), Staj icStaj ic&& MilsteinM ilstein et al. et al. (2004) (2004) 
AtomicAtomic FermiFermi gases withgases with FanoFano--
Feshbach resonancesFeshbach resonances, BCS, BCS--like with like with 
effective interaction mediated by effective interaction mediated by 
pairs (the “ phonons” )pairs (the “ phonons” )
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[Chiofalo et al. 1995]

Critical temperature in HTSCCritical temperature in HTSC cupratescuprates vs.vs. carrier densitycarrier density

�� Share: keyShare: key--concept of nonconcept of non--simultaneous pair  formation simultaneous pair  formation 
and condensationand condensation

�� FermiFermi gases: formally equivalent when the resonance gases: formally equivalent when the resonance 
state has a sufficiently shor t lifetime state has a sufficiently shor t lifetime [Holland et al., cm/0404234]

with following pair ingwith following pair ing--function correspondencefunction correspondence

( )
2

2

                                           
2

k
q qk k k k q k k k q k

q k

k

k k

g
c c a a b a a b a a

E

g
E

E

ε

ν
ε

+ +
−− ↓ ↑ − ↓ ↑ + ↑ ↑ − ↓ − − ↓< >�< > − −

−

= −
−

�

�

�� Resonance Hamiltonian separates energy scales. Thus  Resonance Hamiltonian separates energy scales. Thus  
advantageous whenadvantageous when (no easy way of incorporating (no easy way of incorporating 
energy dependence in singleenergy dependence in single--channel model)channel model)

| |Fa → ∞
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3. BCS &  BEC limits3. BCS &  BEC limits

Theor ies have to reproduce correct BCS and BEC limits Theor ies have to reproduce correct BCS and BEC limits 

(at variance than HTSC in(at variance than HTSC in FermiFermi gases there’s room for quantitative understanding )gases there’s room for quantitative understanding )

�� BCS:BCS: easyeasy as most calculations star t from BCS ground stateas most calculations star t from BCS ground state

�� BEC:BEC: Petrov et al cm/0309010 point out that the point out that the 

bosonboson--boson scatter ing length is                     from solution boson scatter ing length is                     from solution 

44--bodybody SchroedingerSchroedinger equationequation
B Fa 0.6a;

0(  potential range)F ra ?

4. Universality&4. Universality& Unitar ityUnitar ity limitlimit

Theor ies have to cope with theTheor ies have to cope with the unitar ityunitar ity limitlimit | |Fa → ∞

�� At resonance thermodynamic proper ties are expected to be At resonance thermodynamic proper ties are expected to be 
independent ofindependent of aaFF as the relevant length scale is theas the relevant length scale is the interpar ticleinterpar ticle
distancedistance [e.g. Heiselberg 2001, Ho and Mueller cm/0306187]≈ -1/3n

�� Exper iments consistent with the “ universal”  parameter  (Exper iments consistent with the “ universal”  parameter  (aaFF<0)<0)

≡ ≈int

F F

E T
-0.25 over  the r ange 0.1 < < 1

E T

But Innsbruck measures But Innsbruck measures ––0.68 0.68 (temperature effect? Width of (temperature effect? Width of 

resonance as compared toresonance as compared to FermiFermi energy?)energy?)
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�� Theor ies range fromTheor ies range from [Carlson et al. 2003, QMC  T=0]

toto [Baker 1999] toto [Bruun 2004], …………
 56= -0.

 67= -0. 3 = -0.

�� Str ictly, universality has theoretically been demonstrated     Str ictly, universality has theoretically been demonstrated     
in thein the BoltzmannBoltzmann limit. But is universality always the case? limit. But is universality always the case? 

On the BCS side, analysis of Resonance Hamiltonian suggestsOn the BCS side, analysis of Resonance Hamiltonian suggests

that universality holds only  for  broadthat universality holds only  for  broad resonancesresonances

[[Bruun&Pethick 2004]]
2

2

4 Fk
g

m

π
?

BCS ground state. BCS ground state. Does universality hold?Does universality hold?

The wellThe well --barr ier  model for  thebarr ier  model for  the FanoFano--FeshbachFeshbach resonanceresonance

�� ConditionsConditions

3
0 1nr = diluted

3 1na > unitarity limited

�� Regimes (tunable by this model)Regimes (tunable by this model)

F

g n

E

1> “broad”  resonance

1< “narrow” resonance

�� ParametersParameters

0 0

0

14 3 3
0

2000

5000

1.054 10   ,    0.125

r a

a a

n cm nr−

=
= +

= × =
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�� Emergence of BCSEmergence of BCS--superfluiditysuperfluidity with decreasingwith decreasing Fg n/E

/ Fg n E

[S. De Palo et al., cm/0404xxx]

�� We are cur rently resor ting to Quantum Monte Car lo   simulations We are cur rently resor ting to Quantum Monte Car lo   simulations of of 
thethe FermiFermi gas withgas with FanoFano--FeshbachFeshbach resonance using wellresonance using well--bar r ier  potential bar r ier  potential 

Would the results be confirmed after  accounting for  interactionsWould the results be confirmed after  accounting for  interactions? ? 

�� Decreasing Decreasing nrnr00
3  3  ((rr00=500 =500 aa00))
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QuestionsQuestions

�� A1. How strong are the cases for a condensation of Fermion pairsA1. How strong are the cases for a condensation of Fermion pairs, or a , or a 
transition to a new phase?transition to a new phase? Qualitatively strong (until dynamical theory comes Qualitatively strong (until dynamical theory comes 
and/or QMC simulations) and/or QMC simulations) 

�� A2. What is the nature of this condensate : A2. What is the nature of this condensate : ““ molecularmolecular”” or or ““ fermionfermion”” rich ?rich ?
Depends on the detuning from resonance and on the species.Depends on the detuning from resonance and on the species. What kind of What kind of 
pairs can be detected by the fast sweep experiments?pairs can be detected by the fast sweep experiments? Pairs with sufficient Pairs with sufficient 
overlap with a BEC of “ molecules”  , namely with overlap with a BEC of “ molecules”  , namely with 

�� A3. Is the observed boundary of vanishing condensed molecular frA3. Is the observed boundary of vanishing condensed molecular fraction a action a 
boundary between normal and superfluid, or a crossover from moleboundary between normal and superfluid, or a crossover from molecular to cular to 
fermionfermion--richrich superfluidsuperfluid? I f it is the latter, how to reveal the true superfluid to ? I f it is the latter, how to reveal the true superfluid to 
normal phase boundary?normal phase boundary? Experiments wanted (see below)Experiments wanted (see below)

�� A4.A4. How to further reveal the nature of the ground state, should it How to further reveal the nature of the ground state, should it bebe either either 
kind of these condensates?kind of these condensates? Distinguish superDistinguish super-- from normal fluid (transverse from normal fluid (transverse 
probes),probes), PseudogapPseudogap probes,probes, BogolubovBogolubov--Anderson mode, phase coherenceAnderson mode, phase coherence

1nξ ≈

�� A5. Are there fundamental differences between single channel andA5. Are there fundamental differences between single channel and two two 
channel models near resonancechannel models near resonance? ? Formally no, provided resonant state Formally no, provided resonant state 
has short lifetime. In practice yes, if approximations do not sahas short lifetime. In practice yes, if approximations do not satisfy special tisfy special 
limitslimits

�� A6. What are the key predictions of these models? What are the mA6. What are the key predictions of these models? What are the major ajor 
differences, especially near resonance? differences, especially near resonance? TwoTwo--channel in general expected channel in general expected 
to give better (easier?) account ofto give better (easier?) account of thermodynamicalthermodynamical quantities near quantities near 
resonance, at correspondent order of approximation (see also aboresonance, at correspondent order of approximation (see also above) ve) 

�� A7. How much of these predictions have been measured or are A7. How much of these predictions have been measured or are 
consistent with current experiments ?consistent with current experiments ? ????????????


